
About You

LPC Local Integration Discovery Tool

1. Name of LPC

2. Survey completer
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Section 1: System Complexity

LPC Local Integration Discovery Tool

Please help us to assess the level and scale of system complexity in your local area. This will allow PSNC to objectively consider
how best to support your local progress which may include setting up cross collaborative working networks of LPCs facing similar
challenges.

3. How many STPs does your LPC operate in?

4. Please name the STPs below

5. How many CCGs does your LPC operate in?

6. How many Local Authority (i.e. Council) footprints does your LPC operate in?

7. How many PCNs (or equivalently named structure) will your LPC operate in?

8. How many NHS Hospital Trusts does your LPC operate in?

9. How many other NHS Trust organisations (Community, Mental Health, etc.) does your LPC operate
in?

10. Is there anything else that adds complexity to your journey to integration?
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Section 2: Challenges and Barriers

LPC Local Integration Discovery Tool

Please reflect upon the challenges and barriers to successful integration in your local system and LPC area.

11. Rank the following challenges and barriers to successful system integration. You can either use the
drop-downs to select a number or else drag to re-order the options. Please put the biggest barrier at the
top (1) and the smallest at the bottom (5).

´ LPC capacity (i.e. core funding for core team)

´ LPC capability (i.e. range of skills needed)

´ Resistance to LPC/community pharmacy inclusion at system level

´ Resistance to LPC/community pharmacy inclusion at PCN level

´ Commissioners do not perceive community pharmacy as a support solution to achieve local NHS objectives

12. Are there any challenges or barriers that we have missed?
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Section 3: Support Requirement Requests

LPC Local Integration Discovery Tool

Please reflect upon the support you will need to overcome the system challenges and barriers in your LPC boundary.

13. Rank the support actions that you require to deliver successful PCN engagement and integrated
working in your local area. You can either use the drop-downs to select a number or else drag to re-
order the options. Please put the most important support action at the top (1) and the least important at
the bottom (8).

´ Funding for PCN local engagement

´ Contractor mobilisation through support from national pharmacy support bodies

´ Change management skills

´ Project management skills

´ Training for effective communication and building effective relationships for collaborative working

´ Marketing materials for community pharmacy offer at system level

´ Marketing materials for community pharmacy offer at PCN level

´ Service proposition materials

14. Are there any support actions that we have missed?
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Section 4: Progress Grid Question Set

LPC Local Integration Discovery Tool

Please describe the progress you have made to date in your new health-system integration. Note, it is likely that your LPC along
with most others are at the beginning of this journey as the PCNs have only just been formed. Therefore, it is not expected that
any/many of us will be able to answer YES to many of the questions fully.

 Yes In development No

The LPC has obtained
detailed knowledge of
the local PCN
structures and Clinical
Directors

The LPC is included as
a key contributor at a
system (STP-ICS)
executive level that
decides local strategy

An LMC-LPC
partnership is in place,
with actions to support
PCN development

PCNs in your LPC
geography have already
included community
pharmacy as a key
partner

15. Integration
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 Yes In development No

The LPC and
STP/ICS have developed
and integrated a
community pharmacy
strategy into the wider
strategic plans for the
area

Funding has been
obtained to support
community
pharmacy PCN
engagement and
integration

The PCN has
commissioned a
community pharmacy
service

Community pharmacy is
included in the local PCN
support and development
plans

16. Influence

 Yes In development No

The LPC has a Local
Integration Plan in place
aligned to the PSNC
PCN Engagement
Guidance

The LPC has conducted
a engagement
event specifically to
update contractors on
PCNs, the NHS Long
Term Plan and local
integration

The LPC has set up
Community Pharmacy
Networks to mirror the
emerging PCNs

The LPC has facilitated
contact between PCN
Clinical Directors
and the local
Community Pharmacy
Network Leads

17. Capacity
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 Yes In development No

The LPC has reviewed
the skills and resources
required to successfully
deliver on its Local
Integration Plan,
identified the gaps and
developed a workplan
to implement the
support needed

The LPC has connected
with neighbouring LPCs
to consider collaborative
working and sharing of
resources

The LPC is viewed as a
valuable system-
supporting thought-
partner and is included
in developing the
system leadership
development plans

The LPC has
commenced delivering
a training programme
for the Community
Pharmacy Network
Leads in the PCN

18. Capability
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Section 5: Materials Upload

LPC Local Integration Discovery Tool

If your LPC has any resources, business cases or development tools that they would be happy to share with other LPCs, please
upload them to our Dropbox folder: xxx
We would be grateful if you could save them under either the 'For Contractors' or 'For External Audiences' sub-folders.

The types of materials that may be useful include:
- contractor engagement communications (including anything related to events you have held);
- PCN or system stakeholder communications;
- community pharmacy offering (e.g. presentations or marketing);
- service specifications;
- funding bid business cases; and
- patient engagement.

19. Do you have any final comments?
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Section 6: Check In

LPC Local Integration Discovery Tool

Finally, please let us know how you are feeling about this stage of the journey towards community pharmacy integration.

20. How optimistic are you for the future?

0 - Not at all optimistic 10 - Very optimistic

21. To what extent do you agree that positive change is actually happening?

0 - Do not agree 10 - Completely agree

22. To what extent do you agree that new partnerships and collaboration is happening?

0 - Do not agree 10 - Completely agree

23. To what extent do you agree that new role and revenue-stream for your contractors is emerging?

0 - Do not agree 10 - Completely agree

24. To what extent to do you agree that PSNC is making a positive support difference to your future
success?

0 - Do not agree 10 - Completely agree

25. The worst thing happening to enable collaboration in my health system at present is...
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26. The best thing happening to enable collaboration in my health system at present is...
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